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WELCOME T0 I98z............... °

to ::ll her; Ye are at last folks, I98h, and what a place

head §iifi"owoe1~ti1ih?§lc°pterS buzzltlg unobtrusively °"er"'P vi eo cameras poking out the window; the
people, dazed into a mass of grey conformity have lots of
nice new games and toys to keep them happy; video cameras
in public places like Trafalgar square and the dartrora
tunnel in shops and banks or ' ‘000000 u

public demonstrations. q le y recording

The data processing act Thi ‘
national security to link all thesnztifinzllgzmtgt grgtns Zr
Key examples are: the M.I.5 computers, police cgmpfitgrsoggrgen
git cards, banks, gas and electricity boards, the p03t,0ffice,
ritish telecon, the office of poulation cengugeg and

veys, the driver vehicle licensing centre’, the DHSS th agr-
artement °f 9mPl°Ym9nt, Customs and excise immi ,t1 e ep-
the inland revenue........at the touch of Z buttghkthii’ and
will b ' ~ , , _ ebehavigufi :;3:vg£ylg§gr:?t$gn rglatigg fig the acgivities and

- Wn 0 e ast etail.

Th ' - - . .. e power of this information is unimaginable, for exam-  
Pl9- In the mld 1970's, Argentine military authorities t d
ied patterns in the telephone and electricity bills to sin -
point opposition‘safe' houses, and they studied water bglgg

t b b . . ' 0itivzfa e om tactories......and this is relatively prim-

THESE HAY ALL BE AIDS IN THE FIGHT AGAINST CRIME BUT
WHERE DOES ONE DRAW THELINE BETWEEN THE PRE3ERyATIQN OF
LAW AND ORDER AND THE MAINTENANCE or MASS co- NFORMITY,___TF THEY ARE NOT SYNONYMOUS ALREADY.

source: The Observer magazine,
December I7th,

"By the end of this year there will be aacomputer you direct questions to in
natural language. In five years one you talk to which will respond with its own
voice." '

"If you are feeling ill you will tell the computer what your symptoms are .
It will tell you what you are suffering from,'how to treat it or whether to go t0
a doctor,

They will be in 90? of homes in Britain by I990. Thats certain.
Students will be taught by computer. The teachers role will be supervisory.

Robots will take over from nurses."
"The changes are going to be immense Ir.Cutting said. There will be no mystique

There will just be a computer in every house and it will be like a piece of house-
hold furniture. '

Thats in a few years, by the way. You'll just talk to it, have a conversation
with it, ask it about some legal problem or your bank balance, use it for shopping.

Itt not fanciful. "Its here already, getting the price down is what we're en-
gaged in. I'd guess we are talking about £500 for the whole system in, say, five
years." .

"I think its certain that in decades not centuries, machines of silicon will
arise first to equal and then to surpass their human ancestors."

“Quite soon'he said, in only ten or twenty years perhaps, we will be able to
assemble a machine as complex as the human brain." ‘
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Self—confessed rebel fell out of *'the wrong side or bed and crashed lntO his
dictated uniform of leather and hate. ‘Thou shalt -
mill‘ ‘ T

. "1’ )-K:-'_"! ' Y. ‘J. J '- -'wear my personality‘ crackled .~_y_-- " "~ 0--'. -' '-' ‘;_"}_ ‘T ' -A1 ' ' '- '__ ‘ ._ _ .1» < ‘ "
ions of i.V. sets — and the masses obeyed. The rebellion startcd in the fashion _. w - prfl *;L*;: = '7 ‘ I _-_ _ . -

E parlour — and the rebel bought himself a new coat or sheepskin - hn'd have to go Q 7fl,v,-§‘};"\§.:;-_ - . _ ,-"_ v‘? - _' 7 '; '
easy on booze that week - but everyone was wearing them. Greedy merchant clasped '~-" '“ ' "_"~ N ". -" u
the notes as he sold the mass produced product - money played happy tunes and another
slaughtered sheep joined the carcass pile, waiting to be w 1
death cover d h ' '

. _ l..r~¢:,,&.; J<gh 7
s a lowed. A look of _

e t e rebel s mind and he frowned at old ladies, blacks and other objects p ' - f pi
of hate, heightening his negative silence. Perhaps people would glance at his oval . _;
instant image, but it was with fear and distrust as he kicked an empty cold can t and grabbed the hand that held me d- 9 .\ ‘_
further into his heart... When out of control later that evening he hurled abuse Reached Ou .' ."
at a young mother and her daughter, returning from the swimming pool, his lan- Q (1 ' 1,’, in unstable state '
guage made the woman bite her lower lip until pain paralysed the action and the COD-fronte J‘
taste of warm blood joined chlorine - the little girl sobbed in fear And the
demi-gods smiled cos he had shown '

I

aggression and had shown that ‘we’ wo
beaten down. The rebel ' '

'ful moment ‘i és, . M - r one beati . -ntbe __ Escapism bringing reality fo .
puppet continued on his warpath - victory clasped in his

e right hand - a silver chain. The alchahol pumped through his head and he creat l
carnage down Coronation street him

if
ed agt Used not abused,th8r8 15 H0 hate .

, and the other sheep throwing bricks in between ‘*3 ’
vomiting (though they had nothing INSIDE). The local
terro ' ' ‘

M, '»§
paper ran the story of youths millj-OD Vl.Ot-J-ms to nurse

rizing the neighbourhood - all young angry pe e are the same They must
be — the paper says so)
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And two years later the circle of youth came to a standstill and rebellion
slipped off him and he threw his coat awey. He now had a new uniform and a job in i,J:"
the supermarket. Rebellion borne out and the tribe was buri d
nated fi ’A._:. p;_.‘‘a-'~k4."1.., -_.’31}’?ti.‘5- ._-is .2! asdhfi ".e':".F"'rfi

-ml
ofv'
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THE EYE OF THE APPLE - DISCO RE—lIX.

This planet is burdened with four thousand million people, a figure that has
disconcertingly more than doubled in this century alone. Collectively these
four thousand million people seem to be hell bent on destroying not only each
other but also the planet which supports them. Fresh water, the number one
essential ingredient to life exists as a mere 0.01“ of all the water on this
planet, yet, expanding and toughtless industry has insisted (and still does) on
p0isOning the rivers and lakes of this world with toxic effluent making them life-
less sewers. The planets natural resources have also thoughtlessly been exploit-
ed — at present rates of consumption most mined resources will simply not exist
half way through the next century. What else ? Iorests tend to get wiped out as
well, which seems silly since they produce most of our oxygen if nothing else.
Nevertheless, about h0% of the Amazon forest has been out down in the last hundred
years alone. This forest covers an area the_size of Europe and produces half ‘
the worlds oxygen. These trees, if replaced at all, are replaced with fast grow-
ing conifers which produce oxygen at one tenth of the rate of the rain forest trees.
As the rain forest shrinks, the water balance is upset, deserts are formed......

Factories, power stations, homes, cars, belch poisonous gases into the air,
causing irreperable damage to life on the surface of the planet and the protective
layers of the atmosphere - fine, how about the excess carbon dioxide saturating
the atmosphere that could cause the global tmperature to rise. This could dis-s
rupt the planets entire eco-system resulting simultaneously in droughts and
floods. The sea, well that element being two thirds of the like planet doesn't
get off too lightly either - in fact anything goes, from household sewage to
uranium waste, and not suprisingly an excess causes an imbalance, until certain
seas have become simply filthy, lifeless and in some cases, dangerous.

0.K' so what about the other animals on the planet, man doesn't seem to have
done them too many favours either. Since the first reported animal extinction
back in the year 80 a.d. half of the subsequent extinctibns have occured in the
twentieth century. About one species or scb—species is extinguished per year.
Man kills for pleasure under the cloak of hunting for neccessity. Ian experiments
on animals in a highly wasteful and negligent manner. Seems very dubious to me.

A record edition of the New
York Times published in December
I961 required L.550 tons of
paper for l,k5B copies, each
containing 678 pages. The paper
for this amazing edition re-
quired 77,000 fully grown -
trees and left a )60¢acre hole
in the forest.....all this
to publish a single edition of
a single newspaper in I 315819
¢1ty,,,,,t0 be read in the
morning and thrown away in
the afternoon.

Fwgpv'

Farming: whatever happened to the rustic living on the land, the epitome of
the countryside, pitchfork in one hand, cowpat in t'other, corny yes, but what
are all these businessmen doing posing as fanmers - farming is not a way of lire
any more but big bucks. Consequently, production of food takes second place to
the production of money. Crops sprayed with nasty chemicals to increase the
businessman’: profit have disturbing effects when eaten. D,D.T. an insecticide,
will be consumed by creatures at the bottom of the food chain, then be passed up
the food chain as it does not decompose, and will simply accumulate in the animals
at the top of the food chain such as birds, until the levels of the chemical be-
come toxic and the bird, suprise suprise, dies. This is not uncommon. Ian is
also at the top of the food chain. All commercially grown food is sprayed with
chemicals to make it grow bigger and things, to enable the over strained land
to continue supporting endless crops of the same thing. Trouble is, these
chemicals, sprayed on the land and plants are contained in the plants as we eat
them and are not digested by our good selvem, consequently theyjust accumulate.
Since these are only recent developements (post II2) no-one has really been able
to see what effect, and bow dangerous this really is. No doubht, IE will find
out, being children of the like, computer age.

Exactly the same thing is true of factory farmed animals. lest. Nasty nasty
chemicals in piggywigs feed for example means that your bacon is stuffed with
indigestible chemicals to make the piggy in the mirror that much fatter, which
accumulates in your blood until toxic levels are reached and people start dieing.

Factory farming, supposedly economical, is really uneconomical, cruel and
rather silly. Phctory farm animals consume 370 million tons of grain per year,
most of which is imported from the third world, where twelve million children ‘
die per year from starvation before their first birthday. Iasteful: on one acre
of land a man can supply himself with enough protein to last 77 days by producing
beef; but by producing soya beans, he will produce enough protein for2,22l. days.
Production of one pound of grain requires 60 - 250 gallons of water; one pound of
meat, 2,500 - 6,000 gallons.

Sorry for being a bore, but food production, although given little emphasis in
our affluent society, is one of the most important aspects of life and policy on
this planet. What was the first technology, hunting for food;second,farming. 0.K

How about the fact that one third of mankind is in possession of five sixths
of the worlds gross product, whilst the other two thirds have to make do with one
sixth. The affluent third have enough to satisfy their need, greed, and more,
look at the E.E.C. food mountains for an example. Ieanwhile everyday, 90,000
people die from starvation every day, that is 32,850,000 a year - more than half
the population of this country.

Roughly speaking, the U.5-5- and Europe consume 90¢ of the worlds oil, 80“ of
the worlds fertilizers and 75% of the fish catch. One third of the worlds cereals
and a quarter of the worlds fish catch goes to feed their live-stock.

The U.S.A. uses more fertilizers on its golf courses, gardens and cemmetries
than the whole agricultural programme of India.

llalnutrition one - the starved face of three quarters of the world. Ialnutri-
tion two - the over fed face of th8OtherQP3rt9rn Btuffefl Tull 0? meat» refined
flour, sugar etc. — heart disease, obesity, hypertension and cancer. P.S. why is
western medical science forever burdening us with drugs we don't need in a vain
attempt to cure the effect of a disease instead of seeking ways to eliminate the
causes of a disease by for example, altering our unhealthy way of life.

And - 6% of the worlds population lives in the U.3.A.— they consume one third
of the worlds energy. Europe and the Soviet Union take h2% and all the rest, a
mere 25“. One American uses as much energy as 500 North Africans.



Daft consumerism, similarly based on capitalist principles out of control
(like food production). The economy seems to be based on the joint principles
of consumption and wastage - not to mention greed. "Our attitude to many things
from cars to newspapers is like that of naughty children to food. We take one
bite and reject the rest.‘ Commodities are produced and~discarded.- then more
are produced - people are kept chained to offices and factories producing things
that we have already got. Technology is diverted into developing senseless
gadgetry so that the consumer will keep on consuming. Goods are actually des-
igned with specifically short lifespans so that one'has to buy another in a few
months/years time. Produce something that lasts - ith feasable - but no no no,
our system thrives on consuming and wasting, on having what we don't actually
need. Production for its own sake, is, in our society an end in itself.

The ever present threat of nuclear war doesn't actually need mentioning, it's
there, looming over our lives, ever present, so instead, lets take the magnifying
glass to the U.K.

E.E.C. policy dictates that land be cultivated as intensively as possible,
regardless of whether this is actually neccessary. This is why there are excesses
This is also ihy Britaifis natural countryside is disappearing, fast. Farmland,
the tradditional patchwork quilt of British countryside, consisting of variously
coloured fields is not naturil countryside, and has expanded enourmously since
the second world war.

- percentage of natural heritage lost since I2h5:

Hay meadows : 95%
 

ponds I 90¢

Ancient woodland : BQ%

Lowland bogs : 80%

Chalk grassland : 8Q%

Heathland : 50—6Q%
1-kg ‘

Upland grassland and moor :

Hedgerows : ____..- __

Salt marsh : 15% since I95h

Sites of special interest : I37 per year

2,000 miles of hedgerow go per year.
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If you open your eyes for long enough and just quietly think then there is nothing
that can hold you but yourself. In the end you are your own cage but you can climb
thru' the bars everytime you want, ‘cos you are the keeper as well. And when you
unlock the door and stand outside, look back on what was before and you'll feel
happy ‘cos behind you will be thousands of others who can't find the key to their
doors or are just not bothering anyway. And then go forward and reach for the long
grass that stands proud, untouched except by nature's gentle hand, shining like no
other welcome could. The only barriers in your way now are the cobwebs that stretch
out before you. Climb through them and life explodes in sheer beauty. 'I:m bored’
said the man, ‘why is there nothing good on T.V. to watch when I get home - and
the trees outside remained no longer silent, they laughed for they knew that the
man was a fool. The T.V. fizzled out and the man's head exploded adding colour
to the grey walls. The machine had finally killed him as he continued to change ~
channels, looking for something to fill the gap inside his head. And yet if you
lie down in the grass and listen to the birds talk, then you will hear from natureh
prophets that )0 minute programmes solve nothing. The sun warms the body and
differrent tones of greens , golds, browns and yellows cloth your mind. The cel-
ebration of life begins here. True, the ceremony is often marred by Violence,
who uses his tools to strike down those that lie beneath. And Violence himself
is used by Greed whose small but virtually omnipothnt hands are placed on peoples
hearts. The huge cardboard smile echoed back from amongst the broken bricks and
glass. The hand clasped a gold watch, life's fine except for the jeweller lying
beneath the poster, who had been beaten about the head — life's fine and he was a
foreigner anyway and it's always haprening in our district. The ceremony of life
is not here but has now been driven beneath the surface nhere the sky is brighter,
and when it rains, children dance in the puddles, their naked bodies declaring
their liberation...
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‘As I stood considering the_wal1s of solid.stone,two or
three feet deep,the dooriofawood and iron,a foot thick,and
the iron grating which strained the 1ight,I cou1d.not help
being struck with the foolishness tr that institution which
treated me as mere flesh and blood and bonesyto be locked
up. I wondered that it sholdéhaweiconcluded at length that
this was the best use it could put no to,and had never
thought to avail itself of my services in some way. I saw
that,if there was a wall of stone between ms and my'towns-
men,there was a still more difficult on: to climb or break-
tnrough,before they could get to be as free as I was. I did

a not for a moment feel confined,and the walls seemed a great
waste of stone and mortar.‘

vs I

‘As they could not reach me,they had resolved to punish
my body; just as boys,if they cannot come at some person
against whom they have a spite,wil1 abuse his dog. I saw
that the state was half-witted,and that it was timed as a
lone'woman with her silver spoons,and that it did not know
its friends from its foes,and I lost all my remaining res-
pect for it,and pitied it.‘

Henry Thoreau.
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'fiducate,,.give intellectual and moral training to,‘

Being as it is, summer, and the time of like, little birdies singing in the
eversso green and luscious trees, it is also the time of public examinations of
the C.S.E, O level and A level variety for about one million schoolchildren.

These examinations are held in great esteem by the many institutions of this
d 1 means of measuring the ability of our good selves.our society as the one an on y . n 4

This means that the grades attained in our like, exams, are effectively app-
lied ca za to our own backs meaning that society regulates generational outflowP P
and grades it according to 'quality‘ just like any other sausage meat.

So we have people who get lots of A grades - they are like, A grade people
who will get A grade jobs, the real top pussycats. Of course there are also grade
E type people, who will of course be allowed to have grade E type jobs.

As I have like said, these exams are held to be very important, maybe too im-
portant when we consider that maybe after all, they are not an accurate represen-
tation of a persons full ability, that in fact they are like, very unfair, in-

Just as each level of exams is dominated by another for example 0 lev 1
I

by A levels and so on, ultimately to careers and jobs that don't exi t e S
teaching is dominated by and geared to the sole aim of passing these$gi so

_ H . copyexams owever, what about the Lflfi in a G_c_E_ exam who don.t pass, (that is
how the relative standard is set) or the one in seven people who get no pa
t , _ sses

a en! level» 9? the One 1H four people who achieve passes in less than four
$QbJects. Is it all their fault. Their whole education has been 3 waste I

futile pointless trash.

Therefore, because there is something wrong with the exam system, there is also
something wrong with teaching. Should schools take a broader approach, should
the syllabuses be like less restrictive, teachers better trained, the exams like,
little tests, pass/fail, of absolute levels of intellectual skill, (like the
music grading system.) that can be taken when appropriate and until passed.
i.e. grades defined in each case by the pupils ability to fulfil the absolute, not
relative, requirements of each level. Internal assessment is another viable and
importantant possibility - a proportion of work done internally should/could he
assessed as part of ones 'exam'.. . . . . ......perhaps.

accurate, un-representative of ability and pretty gloopy.

Our beloved examination system is roughly a system of like, external exams,
with a specified time limit and has to be done completely from memory. People
are then graded according to how well they do compared with the other people
also doing the exam.

\

‘Inch learning does not teach understanding.‘

Therefore, poin like number one is that the exams measure relative abilty not
absolute ability. In other words, they show someoneb abiliqycomparedwith everyone
elses and not the fact that for example that person has attained a specific level
of achievement, ( similar to a fldrivingstest. ) g

» _ 0

Secondly, these rather silly relative exams do not show true intellectual
abilit , but rather the physical ability to learn a syllabus and write veryY
quickly quickly under pressurised and cal. '

Thirdly, these syllabuses are really like, far too narrow, specialised and
inflexible - (ever get the feeling that you've been taught to pass an exam and
not the subject itself) - In most other countries, or at least some other countries

' ' ” d’ t’ l ones so thatpupils broadly study a wider range of subgects inclu ing prac ica ,
although an English sixth-former studying maths will be a better mathematician
than for example a German one studying maths as part of a broader sixth—form
curriculum, many other English sixth-formers will be virtually innumerate,
whereas, the whole German sixth-form will in theory be reasonably competent in
mathematics to a perfectly adequate standard. By specialising and cramming a
narrow syllabus, one loses the true value of education which should be far
broader, more general and relevant to everyday life.

And fourthly, and perhappies even mostly, how can anyone do true justice,
really show the fruits of at least two ears studying, (even with cramming which
is detrimental to true education anyway§ under intense pressure in a short exam
and all from memory. How can you condense a couple of years learning, studying,
into one or two little exams, and then give a fair performance relative to and
worthy of those two years work. It's pretty silly.

IF YOU'VE ENJOYED SCHOOL, YOU'LL LOVE WORK.......
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When Sung Tingpo or “anyang was a young man, he was walking one night when he met
a ghost. He asked the ghost who he was and the ghost said he was a ghost. ‘Who
are you?‘ asked the ghost in return, and Tingpo lied to him and answered, ‘I am a
ghost,too.' The ghost then asked him where he was going, and Tingpo replied, ‘I am
going to Wanshih town.‘ ‘I am going there,too,' said the ghost. So they went along
together. After a mile or so, the ghost said it was stupid for both of them to walk
when they could carry one another by turn.- ‘That is a good idea,‘ said Tingpo.
The ghost carried Tingpo first, and after a mile he said, ‘You are too heavy for a
ghost. Are you one really?‘ Tingpo explained that he was a new ghost and was
therefore somewhat heavier. Tingpo then began to carry the ghost, but it was very
light as if he were carrying no weight at all. They thus carried one another by
turns and Tingpo began to ask the ghost what ghosts were afraid or. ‘What gh0sts'
are most afraid of is human saliva,‘ the ghost replied. Then they went along until
they came to a stream. Tingpo let the ghost go ahead and observed that the ghost
made no noise in the water at all, but when he went in, the ghost heard the swish-
swash in the water and asked for an explanation. Tingpc again explained, ‘Don't be
suprised, for I am new ghost and not quite used to getting across the water yet,‘
Jhen they were approaching the town, Tingpo began to carry the ghost on his back
and gripped him very tight. The ghost began to shout and cry and struggled to get
down, but Tingpo gripped him still more tightly. _When he reached the streets, he
let the ghost down, when it changed itself into a goat. Tingpo spat on the goat
so that it could not change itselr again, and sold it for firteen hundred cash and
went home. That is why there was a saying by Shih Ts'ung,.'Tingpo sold a ghost
for fifteen hundred cash.’
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The white chief says that
big chief in Washington
sends us greetings of friendship
and good will.
This is kind of him for we know
he has little need of our
friendship in return.

We know that the white man
does not understand our way of life.
To him, one piece of land
is much like the other.
He is a stranger coming in the night
taking from the land
what he needs.

His people are many.
They are like the grass
that covers vast prairies.
Ky people are few.
They resemble the scattering trees
of a storm swept plain

The great - and I presume -

The earth is not his brother
but his enemy
and when he has conquered it,
he moves on.
'He cares nothing for the land,
he forgets his fathers grave
and his cnildrens heritage.

good white chief sends us word T T s
that he wishes to buy our lands He treats his mother the earth
but is willing to allow us and his brother the sky
enough to live comfortably.

We shall consider your offer
to buy our land.

like merchandise . |
His hunger will eat i
the earth bare
and leave only a desert.

What is it that the white man T
wants to buy
my people will ask.
It is difficult for us to understand.

How
the warmth of the land?
That is difficult for us to imagine.
If we don't own the sweet air
and
how

Each pine tree shining in the sun,
each sandy'beach,
the mist hanging in the dark woods,
every space, each buming bee
is holy in the thoughts
and memory of our people. .

The

I do not understand -
our ways_aro different from yours.
If we should sell our land
then you must know
that the air is valuable to us,
that the air passes its breath
overnall life that it maintains.
The wind that gave
my grandfather'his first breath
also recieved his last sigh.
and the wind also
‘breathes life into our children.

All things are bound together.
All things connect.
Ihat happens to the earth
happens to the children of the earth.
Ian.has not woven the web of life.
He is but oe thread.

can one buy or sell the air,

the bubbling water,
can you buy it from us?

sap rising in the tree
598?! the lel°P7 °f th° P95 m8n- . Whatever he does to the web,

he does to himself.
Is are part of the earth
and
The
the
the
The
the
the

the earth is part of us.
fragrant flowers are our-sisters,
reindeer, the horse,

Soon your people will flood the land
like a river after a downpour
cascades down the cleft.

great eagle our'brothsrs. But my people and I we are the ebbing tide
foamy crests of the waves in the rivery -This agstiny 13 a mystery
sap Of meadow flowers, to the red man,
P°fiY'$ $'@flt and the IBn'8 Siflbt Ie might beable to understand it

is all one and the same race, our race. if we knew the white man‘: dreams —
So when the great chief in Washington the hops; and gxpggtgfiions
sends word that he wants to buy b t h* n h talks t hi -
our land he asks a great deal a on I lc T? to 3 children' in-the long winter evenings -
of us. what visions he engraves in their hearts

so that they look forward eagerly
to the coming day. "

speech made by an unknown rod_indian chief.
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On the front page of the Times today (and that's how they sell them) there were
two small Lebannese children, I don't suppose they were more than five years old.
They were brothers though, and I suppose theyre now dead ‘cos they had blood all
over them. Two children butchered, and underneath the photo there was a headline
saying, ‘Thatcher is content to listen‘ - we're all content to fucking listen, to
sit back, shut our minds and listen to the news, and every day children are kille
because of our stupidity. And I'm sitting here not being able to do anything
about it - why should I carry on my daily routine when things like this happen.
And tomorrow others will have had themselves blown to bits ‘cos of some stupid
fool who thinks he's helping his country or cause or some power lord whose mind
13 paralysed and who just keeps on barking out orders - orders that mean death.
Well I don't want to see another dead baby in the rubble of our perversity on the
front page of a grey paper - AND THAT DOESN'T MEAN I'M GONNA SHUT HY FUCKING EYES
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